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Great Fortune
The Epic of Rockefeller Center
Penguin In this hugely appealing book, a ﬁnalist for the Pulitzer Prize, acclaimed author and journalist Daniel Okrent weaves together
themes of money, politics, art, architecture, business, and society to tell the story of the majestic suite of buildings that came to
dominate the heart of midtown Manhattan and with it, for a time, the heart of the world. At the center of Okrent's riveting story are
four remarkable individuals: tycoon John D. Rockefeller, his ambitious son Nelson Rockefeller, real estate genius John R. Todd, and
visionary skyscraper architect Raymond Hood. In the tradition of David McCullough's The Great Bridge, Ron Chernow's Titan, and
Robert Caro's The Power Broker, Great Fortune is a stunning tribute to an American landmark that captures the heart and spirit of New
York at its apotheosis.
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Penguin In this hugely appealing book, a ﬁnalist for the Pulitzer Prize, acclaimed author and journalist Daniel Okrent weaves together
themes of money, politics, art, architecture, business, and society to tell the story of the majestic suite of buildings that came to
dominate the heart of midtown Manhattan and with it, for a time, the heart of the world. At the center of Okrent's riveting story are
four remarkable individuals: tycoon John D. Rockefeller, his ambitious son Nelson Rockefeller, real estate genius John R. Todd, and
visionary skyscraper architect Raymond Hood. In the tradition of David McCullough's The Great Bridge, Ron Chernow's Titan, and
Robert Caro's The Power Broker, Great Fortune is a stunning tribute to an American landmark that captures the heart and spirit of New
York at its apotheosis.

Great Fortune
The Epic of Rockefeller Center
Weaving together themes of money, politics, art, architecture, business, & society, Okrent tells the story of the majestic suite of
buildings that came to dominate the heart of midtown Manhattan. At the center of this story are 4 individuals: billionaire John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., his son Nelson Rockefeller, real estate genius John Todd, & architect Raymond Hood. Complemented by a supporting
cast of notable personalities from Georgia O'Keeﬀe, Alfred Stieglitz, & Arturo Toscanini to Cornelius Vanderbilt III & Benito Mussolini,
this book is a stunning tribute to an American landmark that captures the heart & spirit of N.Y. Ego, fate, Depression-era politics, high
society, architecture, ambition, & inspired ingenuity clash in this dazzling account. Illustrations.
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The Rise and Fall of Prohibition
Simon and Schuster A brilliant, authoritative, and fascinating history of America’s most puzzling era, the years 1920 to 1933, when the
U.S. Constitution was amended to restrict one of America’s favorite pastimes: drinking alcoholic beverages. From its start, America
has been awash in drink. The sailing vessel that brought John Winthrop to the shores of the New World in 1630 carried more beer than
water. By the 1820s, liquor ﬂowed so plentifully it was cheaper than tea. That Americans would ever agree to relinquish their booze
was as improbable as it was astonishing. Yet we did, and Last Call is Daniel Okrent’s dazzling explanation of why we did it, what life
under Prohibition was like, and how such an unprecedented degree of government interference in the private lives of Americans
changed the country forever. Writing with both wit and historical acuity, Okrent reveals how Prohibition marked a conﬂuence of
diverse forces: the growing political power of the women’s suﬀrage movement, which allied itself with the antiliquor campaign; the
fear of small-town, native-stock Protestants that they were losing control of their country to the immigrants of the large cities; the
anti-German sentiment stoked by World War I; and a variety of other unlikely factors, ranging from the rise of the automobile to the
advent of the income tax. Through it all, Americans kept drinking, going to remarkably creative lengths to smuggle, sell, conceal, and
convivially (and sometimes fatally) imbibe their favorite intoxicants. Last Call is peopled with vivid characters of an astonishing
variety: Susan B. Anthony and Billy Sunday, William Jennings Bryan and bootlegger Sam Bronfman, Pierre S. du Pont and H. L.
Mencken, Meyer Lansky and the incredible—if long-forgotten—federal oﬃcial Mabel Walker Willebrandt, who throughout the twenties
was the most powerful woman in the country. (Perhaps most surprising of all is Okrent’s account of Joseph P. Kennedy’s legendary,
and long-misunderstood, role in the liquor business.) It’s a book rich with stories from nearly all parts of the country. Okrent’s
narrative runs through smoky Manhattan speakeasies, where relations between the sexes were changed forever; California vineyards
busily producing “sacramental” wine; New England ﬁshing communities that gave up ﬁshing for the more lucrative rum-running
business; and in Washington, the halls of Congress itself, where politicians who had voted for Prohibition drank openly and without
apology. Last Call is capacious, meticulous, and thrillingly told. It stands as the most complete history of Prohibition ever written and
conﬁrms Daniel Okrent’s rank as a major American writer.

Higher
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A Historic Race to the Sky and the Making of a City
Crown The Roaring Twenties in New York was a time of exuberant ambition, free-ﬂowing optimism, an explosion of artistic expression
in the age of Prohibition. New York was the city that embodied the spirit and strength of a newly powerful America. In 1924, in the
vibrant heart of Manhattan, a ﬁerce rivalry was born. Two architects, William Van Alen and Craig Severance (former friends and
successful partners, but now bitter adversaries), set out to imprint their individual marks on the greatest canvas in the world--the
rapidly evolving skyline of New York City. Each man desired to build the city’s tallest building, or ‘skyscraper.’ Each would stop at
nothing to outdo his rival. Van Alen was a creative genius who envisioned a bold, contemporary building that would move beyond the
tired architecture of the previous century. By a stroke of good fortune he found a larger-than-life patron in automobile magnate Walter
Chrysler, and they set out to build the legendary Chrysler building. Severance, by comparison, was a brilliant businessman, and he
tapped his circle of downtown, old-money investors to begin construction on the Manhattan Company Building at 40 Wall Street. From
ground-breaking to bricklaying, Van Alen and Severance fought a cunning duel of wills. Each man was forced to revamp his
architectural design in an attempt to push higher, to overcome his rival in mid-construction, as the structures rose, ﬂoor by ﬂoor, in
record time. Yet just as the battle was underway, a third party entered the arena and announced plans to build an even larger
building. This project would be overseen by one of Chrysler’s principal rivals--a representative of the General Motors group--and the
building ultimately became known as The Empire State Building. Infused with narrative thrills and perfectly rendered historical and
engineering detail, Higher brings to life a sensational episode in American history. Author Neal Bascomb interweaves characters such
as Al Smith and Governor Franklin Delano Roosevelt, leading up to an astonishing climax that illustrates one of the most ingenious
(and secret) architectural achievements of all time.

The Guarded Gate
Bigotry, Eugenics, and the Law That Kept Two
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Generations of Jews, Italians, and Other European
Immigrants Out of America
Scribner NAMED ONE OF THE “100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE YEAR” BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW From the widely
celebrated New York Times bestselling author of Last Call—this “rigorously historical” (The Washington Post) and timely account of
how the rise of eugenics helped America keep out “inferiors” in the 1920s is “a sobering, valuable contribution to discussions about
immigration” (Booklist). A forgotten, dark chapter of American history with implications for the current day, The Guarded Gate tells the
story of the scientists who argued that certain nationalities were inherently inferior, providing the intellectual justiﬁcation for the
harshest immigration law in American history. Brandished by the upper class Bostonians and New Yorkers—many of them
progressives—who led the anti-immigration movement, the eugenic arguments helped keep hundreds of thousands of Jews, Italians,
and other unwanted groups out of the US for more than forty years. Over ﬁve years in the writing, The Guarded Gate tells the
complete story from its beginning in 1895, when Henry Cabot Lodge and other Boston Brahmins launched their anti-immigrant
campaign. In 1921, Vice President Calvin Coolidge declared that “biological laws” had proven the inferiority of southern and eastern
Europeans; the restrictive law was enacted three years later. In his trademark lively and authoritative style, Okrent brings to life the
rich cast of characters from this time, including Lodge’s closest friend, Theodore Roosevelt; Charles Darwin’s ﬁrst cousin, Francis
Galton, the idiosyncratic polymath who gave life to eugenics; the fabulously wealthy and profoundly bigoted Madison Grant, founder of
the Bronx Zoo, and his best friend, H. Fairﬁeld Osborn, director of the American Museum of Natural History; Margaret Sanger, who saw
eugenics as a sensible adjunct to her birth control campaign; and Maxwell Perkins, the celebrated editor of Hemingway and Fitzgerald.
A work of history relevant for today, The Guarded Gate is “a masterful, sobering, thoughtful, and necessary book” that painstakingly
connects the American eugenicists to the rise of Nazism, and shows how their beliefs found fertile soil in the minds of citizens and
leaders both here and abroad.

Rockefeller Center
Oxford University Press, USA A tribute to Rockefeller Center, richly illustrated with photographs and drawings, tells the story of its
planning, execution, gradual expansion, alterations, and signiﬁcance as a tourist attraction and commercial venture
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The Ultimate Baseball Book
The Classic Illustrated History of the World's Greatest
Game
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Traces the history of baseball and oﬀers proﬁles of the individuals who shaped the game.

The Fifties
An Underground History
Simon and Schuster A bold and original argument that upends the myth of the Fifties as a decade of conformity to celebrate the
solitary, brave, and stubborn individuals who pioneered the radical gay rights, feminist, civil rights, and environmental movements,
from historian James R. Gaines. In a fascinating and beautifully written series of character portraits, The Fifties invokes the accidental
radicals—people motivated not by politics but by their own most intimate conﬂicts—who sparked movements for change in their time
and our own. Among many others, we meet the legal pathﬁnder Pauli Murray, who was tortured by both her mixed-race heritage and
her “in between” sexuality. Through years of hard work and self-examination, she turned her demons into historic victories. Ruth
Bader Ginsberg credited her for the argument that made sex discrimination illegal, but that was only one of her gifts to 21st-century
feminism. We meet Harry Hay, who dreamed of a national gay-rights movement as early as the mid-1940s, a time when the US,
Soviet Union, and Nazi Germany viewed gay people as subversives and mentally ill. And in perhaps the book’s unlikeliest pairing, we
hear the prophetic voices of Silent Spring’s Rachel Carson and MIT’s preeminent mathematician, Norbert Wiener, who from their very
diﬀerent perspectives—she in the living world, he in the theoretical one—converged on the then-heretical idea that our mastery over
the natural world carried the potential for disaster. Their legacy is the environmental movement. The Fifties is a dazzling and
provocative work of history that transforms our understanding of a seemingly staid decade and honors the pioneers of gay rights,
feminism, civil rights, and environmentalism. The book carries the powerful message that change actually begins not in mass
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movements and new legislation but in the lives of de-centered, often lonely individuals, who learn to ﬁght for change in a daily
struggle with themselves.

Gotham Rising
New York in the 1930s
Bloomsbury Publishing New York is often described as the greatest city in the world. Yet much of the iconic architecture and culture
which so deﬁnes the city as we know it today – from the Empire State Building to the Pastrami sandwich - only came into being in the
1930s, in what was perhaps the most signiﬁcant decade in the city's 400-year history. After the roaring twenties, the catastrophic Wall
Street Crash and ensuing Depression seemed to spell disaster for the vibrant city. Yet, in this era, New York underwent an
architectural, economic, social and creative renaissance under the leadership of the charismatic mayor Fiorello La Guardia. After
seizing power, he declared war on the maﬁa mobs running vast swathes of the city, attacked political corruption and kick-started the
economy through a variety of construction and infrastructure projects. In culture, this was the age of the Harlem Renaissance
championed by writers like Langston Hughes, the jazz age with the advent of Tin-Pan Alley, the Cotton Club and immortals such as
Duke Ellington making his name in the Big Apple. Weaving these stories together, Jules Stewart tells the story of an iconic city in a
time of change.

Dry Diplomacy
The United States, Great Britain, and Prohibition
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Dry Diplomacy is the ﬁrst complete treatment of the diplomatic ramiﬁcations of Prohibition. Spinelli explores the
widespread eﬀects on international law, shipping, foreign policy, and trade. In this context, American interests appeared to be pitted
against those of Britain as she sought to recover from the First World War by expanding trade, promoting domestic industries such as
whiskey distilling, and reasserting shipping dominance in the sea lanes. American interference with international
shipping—undertaken in order to disrupt what Presidents Harding and Coolidge deemed British alcohol smuggling—would lead to a
diplomatic crisis in the mid-1920s.
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The Flatiron
The New York Landmark and the Incomparable City That
Arose with It
Macmillan The marvelous story of the Flatiron: the instantly recognizable building that signaled the start of a new era in New York
history. Critics hated it. The public feared it would topple over. Passersby were knocked down by the winds. But even before it was
completed, the Flatiron Building had become an unforgettable part of New York City. The Flatiron Building was built by the Chicagobased Fuller Company--a group founded by George Fuller, "the father of the skyscraper"--to be their New York headquarters. The
company's president, Harry Black, was never able to make the public call the Flatiron the Fuller Building, however. Black's was the
country's largest real estate ﬁrm, constructing Macy's department store, and soon after the Plaza Hotel, the Savoy Hotel, and many
other iconic buildings in New York as well as in other cities across the country. With an ostentatious lifestyle that drew constant media
scrutiny, Black made a fortune only to meet a tragic, untimely end. In The Flatiron, Alice Sparberg Alexiou chronicles not just the story
of the building but the heady times in New York at the dawn of the twentieth century. It was a time when Madison Square Park shifted
from a promenade for rich women to one for gay prostitutes; when photography became an art; motion pictures came into existence;
the booming economy suﬀered increasing depressions; jazz came to the forefront of popular music--and all within steps of one of the
city's best-known and best-loved buildings.

Supreme City
How Jazz Age Manhattan Gave Birth to Modern America
Simon and Schuster An award-winning historian surveys the astonishing cast of characters who helped turn Manhattan into the world
capital of commerce, communication and entertainment --
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Empire
A Tale of Obsession, Betrayal, and the Battle for an
American Icon
It is the most famous skyscraper in the world-a towering ediﬁce whose silhouette deﬁnes New York's skyline. Each year, millions of
visitors from all over the world ﬂock to its upper reaches to take in its dramatic views. Yet few are aware of the triumphs and tragedies
that have played out in its storied corridors. Ever since it was erected during the Great Depression, the Empire State Building has been
coveted by ambitious, self-made men who have gone to great lengths to call it their own. It has carried some of them to prominence,
others to the precipice of ﬁnancial ruin. For a few, the building has exacted an even higher toll-costing them friends, family, and even
their freedom. EMPIRE is a gripping account of a frenzied decade-long contest for control of America's premier skyscraper. MITCHELL
PACELLE, an award-winning writer for The Wall Street Journal, takes us behind the scenes in a bizarre drama of greed, rivalry,
duplicity, and betrayal. Taking advantage of extensive access to key players, he traces the saga from the boardroom where an
intricate ownership web was spun to the time-warped world of a Japanese tycoon; from castles in Britain to jail cells in New York and
France. Pacelle brings vividly to life a colorful and intriguing cast of characters at the center of the contest, including: Hideki Yokoi, a
reviled Japanese billionaire who gathered storybook buildings as if they were trophies-and whose obsession with owning the Empire
State Building would tear his family asunder Kiiko Nakahara, Yokoi's daughter, and her husband, Jean-Paul Renoir, whose own quest
for the building would lead them on a ruinous legal odyssey on two continents Harry and Leona Helmsley, the building's link to a
fading era of Manhattan real estate kingpins, whose iron grip on the building would come under spirited attack from many quarters
Donald Trump, who would maneuver to gain a slim stake in the skyscraper, then play it for all it was worth Brilliantly written, with
twists and turns that surprise like ﬁction, EMPIRE oﬀers a rare glimpse into the era of old-world real estate tycoons, and explores the
culture clash that erupted when the new guard rose to challenge them. What unfolds is one of the most captivating business tales of
our time.
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Baseball Anecdotes
Diversion Books From its winners to its sinners, two bestselling sportswriters chronicle a dizzying trip through more than a century of
baseball lore and legend. Some of the stories are celebrated—from Ruth’s called shot to DiMaggio’s streak to Mays’s catch. Some of
the men are titans of the game—Mantle, Williams, Koufax. But alongside those stories passed from generation to generation, Daniel
Okrent and Steve Wulf have assembled tales both hard-to-believe and a pleasure to read. From the Black Sox scandal to Bill Veeck’s
bizarre promotions, from its icons and iconoclasts, from the humble origins of the game to the landmark moments that made it the
national pastime, Baseball Anecdotes reveals the enthralling (and often amusing) game that goes on both on the ﬁeld and behind the
scenes of baseball. “A dandy introduction to the game.” —Newsweek “A must . . . Its greatest value might be to those of us who want
to pass along baseball lore to our children.” —San Jose Mercury News “Beguiling . . . A history of the game in stories . . . Comic, tragic,
controversial.” —The New York Times Book Review

Abby Aldrich Rockefeller: The Woman in the Family
Plunkett Lake Press In 1894, Abby Aldrich, the outgoing, impulsive daughter of Rhode Island’s Senator Nelson Aldrich, met Brown
University student John D. Rockefeller, Jr., the shy and reserved heir to the Standard Oil fortune. This unlikely pair fell in love, but only
seven years later did John feel conﬁdent enough to propose. Once married, Abby used her empathy, willingness to experiment, and
deﬁant optimism to broaden John’s way of thinking and to expand his vision of what the Rockefeller fortune could do, shaping the
family into a progressive force in philanthropy, the arts, and politics. Abby cherished and protected her six children — Babs, John III,
Nelson, Laurance, Winthrop, and David — and inspired in them a desire to serve society. She helped open the nation’s eyes to modern
art and in 1928, initiated the foundation of New York’s Museum of Modern Art. From behind the scenes Abby helped direct the
restoration of Colonial Williamsburg and the building of Rockefeller Center. “Abby Aldrich Rockefeller was a legendary ﬁgure, a woman
of great wealth and power who used them for great good — in often cunning ways. Astonishingly, no one has written her story before.
Now Bernice Kert has done so in a sweeping, meticulous, original biography that illuminates a rare life, an historic family, and modern
America.” — Catharine R. Stimpson, University Professor, Rutgers University “Bernice Kert can raise biography to a level of insight and
surprise that matches the best ﬁction. Witness this study of a woman we think we know all about.” — Elizabeth Janeway, author of
Man’s World, Woman’s Place “Bernice Kert’s thoroughly researched biography of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller is a welcome and wonderful
read. Everyone interested in art and social history will want to read about this most progressive and interesting Rockefeller.” —
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Blanche Wiesen Cook, author of Eleanor Roosevelt: Volume I, 1884-1933 “[Reading] this biography, the life of Abby Aldrich
Rockefeller, is like reading an exciting mystery story. One can hardly wait to turn the page to ﬁnd out what this extraordinary and
fascinating woman did, not only for herself but for everything and everyone she touched, from her husband, to nature, to the opening
of a new view into the art world. The vitality of Abby Rockefeller, as depicted here by Bernice Kert, is a lesson to all women.” —
Brooke Astor “What might have been a kind of family mausoleum turns out to be a fascinating read, brimming with fresh material
from unpublished archives and interviews with eyewitnesses. Bernice Kert’s thorough and engaging portrait brings to life an
enormously inﬂuential American woman who had an historic impact on both her extraordinary family and the arts — as a pioneering
collector and patron, and as the innovating founder of two major museums.” — J. Carter Brown, Director Emeritus, National Gallery of
Art “Kert, despite all her exhaustive research, happily lets her subject retain all of her formidable vitality and independence... Kert
deals not only with the couple’s marriage — which was, in spite of some strains, a lifelong love aﬀair — and the six Rockefeller
children, but also with Abby’s generous contributions to art, education, and politics, as well with as her role in creating Rockefeller
Center and Colonial Williamsburg. A splendidly intelligent, very readable portrait of a woman who was as wise in the rearing of her
family as in the spending of her great wealth.” — Kirkus Reviews “In this elegantly written, carefully researched and psychologically
astute biography, Abby Rockefeller emerges as a loveable and intelligent woman who wielded her great privilege to a variety of
socially beneﬁcial ends.” — Publishers Weekly “Bernice Kert [has] an eye for oﬀbeat biography... Kert’s penetrating close-up captures
not only [Abby’s] remarkable personality but the suﬀocating nuances of post-Victorian matrimony; women readers in particular will
relish Abby’s refusal to be pigeonholed.” — Ted Berkman, Los Angeles Times “A picture of a complex and engaging woman, one who
was at once very much a part of her time and extraordinarily ahead of it... Although the Modern museum was at the heart of Abby
Aldrich Rockefeller’s work... her interests were far ranging. They included the advancement of civil rights, historic preservation and
education. The portrait of her in this book is that of a model aristocrat, a wealthy, well-bred woman who understood power and the
creative, contemporary uses of the concept of noblesse oblige. Kert shows Abby Rockefeller to have been, in her way, very much a
feminist.” — Robert Duﬀy, St. Louis Post-Dispatch

The First Tycoon
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The Epic Life of Cornelius Vanderbilt
Vintage A biography of the combative man whose genius and force of will created modern capitalism, documenting how Vanderbilt
helped launch the transportation revolution, propel the Gold Rush, reshape Manhattan, and invent the modern corporation.

Nine Innings
The Anatomy of a Baseball Game
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt By focusing on a single game in 1982, the author dissects the game of baseball, looking at the pitching, the
batting, the owners, the players, and much more. Reprint.

Public Editor #1
The Collected Columns (with Reﬂections,
Reconsiderations and Even a Few Retractions) of the
First Ombudsman of The New York Times
PublicAﬀairs From December 2003 to May 2005, Daniel Okrent served as the New York Times' ﬁrst "Public Editor," a position created
following the newspaper's Jayson Blair scandal and the tumultuous reign and resignation of Howell Raines as Executive Editor. His
mission: read the paper and provide his assessments, without guidance from the paper itself and without fear or favor, of how well it
executed its responsibility to provide objective, accurate, and complete coverage of the world-at-large. Not an easy task, but the New
York Times chose the right writer for the job. Experienced, wise and witty, opinionated but never shrill, he delivered. Okrent addressed
subjects ranging from WMD coverage, reporter self-promotion, pulling for or piling on political candidates, and corrections policy, to
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the Tony Awards, to the great delight and consternation of the paper's readers, and those in its own newsroom. Now, collected,
amended, and assessed by Okrent here are the complete columns of his rocky and illuminating eighteen months along with an
evaluation of the entire experience; its ups and downs and what he thinks he got right and got wrong. This is a smart, serious,
entertaining, and longlasting look at what today's ﬁnest journalism does well— and what it can do better.

Public Editor #1
The Collected Columns (with Reﬂections,
Reconsiderations, and Even a Few Retractions) of the
First Ombudsman of the New York Times
Public Aﬀairs The wise and witty columns of The New York Times's ﬁrst Public Editor, along with a report from him of his time at the
paper, are indispensable for anyone who cares about how journalism is practiced

Dear Father/dear Son
Correspondence of John D. Rockefeller and John D.
Rockefeller, Jr
Fordham Univ Press Many biographies of John D. Rockefeller and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. have been compiled- some have used bits of
the original correspondence presented here and tried to show opposing interests between John D. Rockefeller and his son. Still others
were written without correspondence at all. This collection of never-before-published letters traces the history of the transfer of the
Rockefeller fortune over the course of ﬁfty years. It illustrates how the endowment was bestowed from Senior to Junior with respect,
sound advice, and with a mutual trust between father and son. The letters also reveal far more than the business side of entrusting
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the Rockefeller fortune to the younger generation. The misives are ﬁlled with news of family matters and personal wishes constituting
a record of the Rockefeller family values which, in turn, sponsored the philantrophies of Junior. Outlined in these letters is the
conception for the Rockefeller Foundation, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, and the General Education Board. Later
would follow the realization of the Fort Tryon Park, the Rockefeller Center, Riverside Church, and the restoration of Colonial
Williamsburg. Junior's holdings peaked in 1928 at 5 million and his dedication to public parks, and institutions around the world
absorbed a considerable portion of his wealth. Ernst's introduction reﬂects on ﬁve themes which run continuously throughout the
letters: the respect and love among the members of the family, a father's precautions to his maturing son, the son's willingness to
accept his father's precepts and examples, the son's conscious assumption of the responsibilities of the bequeathed fortune, and
overriding faith in a benevolent God. These themes continually come together to form the outline of a philosophy of life behind the
Rockefeller legacy, as when Senior writes: "I am indeed blessed beyond measure in having a son whom I can trust to do this most
particular and most important work. Go carefully. Be conservative. Be sure you are right- and then do not be afraid to give out, as
your heart prompts you, and as the Lord inspires you."

Otto Kahn
Art, Money, and Modern Time
UNC Press Books In the early decades of the twentieth century, almost everyone in modern theater, literature, or ﬁlm knew of Otto
Kahn (1867-1934), and those who read the ﬁnancial press or followed the news from Wall Street could scarcely have missed his name.
A partner at one of America's premier private banks, he played a leading role in reorganizing the U.S. railroad system and supporting
the Allied war eﬀort in World War I. The German-Jewish Kahn was also perhaps the most inﬂuential patron of the arts the nation has
ever seen: he helped ﬁnance the Metropolitan Opera, brought the Ballets Russes to America, and bankrolled such promising young
talent as poet Hart Crane, the Provincetown Players, and the editors of the Little Review. This book is the full-scale biography Kahn
has long deserved. Theresa Collins chronicles Kahn's life and times and reveals his singular place at the intersection of capitalism and
modernity. Drawing on research in private correspondence, congressional testimony, and other sources, she paints a fascinating
portrait of the ﬁgure whose seemingly incongruous identities as benefactor and banker inspired the New York Times to dub him the
"Man of Velvet and Steel."
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The Great Bridge
The Epic Story of the Building of the Brooklyn Bridge
Simon and Schuster A detailed account of the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge providing background on its engineering history as
well as the political and social climate of the late-nineteenth century. Reissue. 10,000 ﬁrst printing.

On His Own Terms
A Life of Nelson Rockefeller
Random House NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE BOSTON GLOBE, BOOKLIST, AND KIRKUS REVIEWS • From
acclaimed historian Richard Norton Smith comes the deﬁnitive life of an American icon: Nelson Rockefeller—one of the most complex
and compelling ﬁgures of the twentieth century. Fourteen years in the making, this magisterial biography of the original Rockefeller
Republican draws on thousands of newly available documents and over two hundred interviews, including Rockefeller’s own
unpublished reminiscences. Grandson of oil magnate John D. Rockefeller, Nelson coveted the White House from childhood. “When you
think of what I had,” he once remarked, “what else was there to aspire to?” Before he was thirty he had helped his father develop
Rockefeller Center and his mother establish the Museum of Modern Art. At thirty-two he was Franklin Roosevelt’s wartime coordinator
for Latin America. As New York’s four-term governor he set national standards in education, the environment, and urban policy. The
charismatic face of liberal Republicanism, Rockefeller championed civil rights and health insurance for all. Three times he sought the
presidency—arguably in the wrong party. At the Republican National Convention in San Francisco in 1964, locked in an epic battle with
Barry Goldwater, Rockefeller denounced extremist elements in the GOP, a moment that changed the party forever. But he could not
wrest the nomination from the Arizona conservative, or from Richard Nixon four years later. In the end, he had to settle for two
dispiriting years as vice president under Gerald Ford. In On His Own Terms, Richard Norton Smith re-creates Rockefeller’s improbable
rise to the governor’s mansion, his politically disastrous divorce and remarriage, and his often surprising relationships with presidents
and political leaders from FDR to Henry Kissinger. A frustrated architect turned master builder, an avid collector of art and an
unabashed ladies’ man, “Rocky” promoted fallout shelters and aﬀordable housing with equal enthusiasm. From the deadly 1971
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prison uprising at Attica and unceasing battles with New York City mayor John Lindsay to his son’s unsolved disappearance (and the
grisly theories it spawned), the punitive drug laws that bear his name, and the much-gossiped-about circumstances of his death,
Nelson Rockefeller’s was a life of astonishing color, range, and relevance. On His Own Terms, a masterpiece of the biographer’s art,
vividly captures the soaring optimism, polarizing politics, and inner turmoil of this American Original. Praise for On His Own Terms
“[An] enthralling biography . . . Richard Norton Smith has written what will probably stand as a deﬁnitive Life. . . . On His Own Terms
succeeds as an absorbing, deeply informative portrait of an important, complicated, semi-heroic ﬁgure who, in his approach to the
limits of government and to government’s relation to the governed, belonged in every sense to another century.”—The New Yorker
“[A] splendid biography . . . a clear-eyed, exhaustively researched account of a signiﬁcant and fascinating American life.”—The Wall
Street Journal “A compelling read . . . What makes the book fascinating for a contemporary professional is not so much any one thing
that Rockefeller achieved, but the portrait of the world he inhabited not so very long ago.”—The New York Times “[On His Own Terms]
has perception and scholarly authority and is immensely readable.”—The Economist

The Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree
Simon and Schuster Rockefeller Center had its ﬁrst Christmas tree even before any buildings rose to ﬁll the space: in 1931, just after
they cleared the site, construction workers decorated a small balsam ﬁr with the most humble of ornaments, from garlands of paper
to tin cans. Since, then the tree has become one of the wonders of the holiday season, as thousands of people come together to gaze
at the bright and sparkling sight. For many, it one of the surest signs that Christmas is near. The Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree
tells the story of this now-landmark calendar event. Not only does it provide background on how the tree is chosen, cut, transported,
and decorated, as well as fun facts (it now has LED lights and after the holiday, it lumber is used for a Habitat for Humanity house),
but it also follows at least one family in each decade whose pine ended up becoming one of New York's most popular tourist
attractions. Handsomely bound, with full-color illustrations, this lovely gift book makes a great stocking stuﬀer and a special treat for
anyone who has visted or dreams of visting the Rockefeller Center at Christmastime. This gift set also includes a beautiful ornament
that you can hang upon your own Christmas tree, honoring the tradition of the Rockefeller Center Christmas tree during your own
holiday celebrations.
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Representation and Rebellion
University Press of Colorado In response to the tragedy of the Ludlow Massacre, John D. Rockefeller Jr. introduced one of the nation's
ﬁrst employee representation plans (ERPs) to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in 1915. With the advice of William Mackenzie King,
who would go on to become prime minister of Canada, the plan - which came to be known as the Rockefeller Plan - was in use until
1942 and became the model for ERPs all over the world. In Representation and Rebellion Jonathan Rees uses a variety of primary
sources - including records recently discovered at the company's former headquarters in Pueblo, Colorado - to tell the story of the
Rockefeller Plan and those who lived under it, as well as to detail its various successes and failures. Taken as a whole, the history of
the Rockefeller Plan is not the story of ceaseless oppression and stiﬂed militancy that its critics might imagine, but it is also not the
story of the creation of a paternalist panacea for labor unrest that Rockefeller hoped it would be. Addressing key issues of how this
early twentieth-century experiment fared from 1915 to 1942, Rees argues that the Rockefeller Plan was a limited but temporarily
eﬀective alternative to independent unionism in the wake of the Ludlow Massacre. The book will appeal to business and labor
historians, political scientists, and sociologists, as well as those studying labor and industrial relations.

How They Were Built
An illustrated history of more than sixty notable structures of the ancient and modern world. Includes detailed diagrams and a
glossary of architectural terms.

Triumph of the City
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter,
Greener, Healthier, and Happier
Penguin Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Best Book of the Year Award in 2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven D. Levitt,
coauthor of Freakonomics “Bursting with insights.” —The New York Times Book Review A pioneering urban economist presents a
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myth-shattering look at the majesty and greatness of cities America is an urban nation, yet cities get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor,
unhealthy, environmentally unfriendly . . . or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward Glaeser, a leading urban economist, declares
that cities are actually the healthiest, greenest, and richest (in both cultural and economic terms) places to live. He travels through
history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid
reportage, keen analysis, and cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the city's importance and splendor,
oﬀering inspiring proof that the city is humanity's greatest creation and our best hope for the future.

The Great Depression in America
A Cultural Encyclopedia
Greenwood Publishing Group Everything from Amos 'n' Andy to zeppelins is included in this two-volume encyclopedia of popular
culture during the Great Depression era. Two hundred entries explore the entertainments, amusements, and people of the United
States during the diﬃcult years of the 1930s.

Disaster in Dearborn
The Story of the Edsel
Stanford University Press Tells the disastrous story of the design and development of the Edsel, with insights into this spectacular
failure of the automobile industry to sell a car that it had marketed extensively.

The Good Rich and What They Cost Us
Yale University Press This timely book holds up for scrutiny a great paradox at the core of the American Dream: a passionate belief in
the principle of democracy combined with an equally passionate celebration of the creation of wealth. Americans treasure an open,
equal society, yet we also admire those fortunate few who amass riches on a scale that undermines social equality. In today's era of
"vulture capitalist" hedge fund managers, internet fortunes, and a growing concern over inequality in American life, should we cling to
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both parts of the paradox? Can we?/div To understand the problems that vast individual fortunes pose for democratic values, Robert
Dalzell turns to American history. He presents an intriguing cast of wealthy individuals from colonial times to the present, including
George Washington, one of the richest Americans of his day, the "robber baron" John D. Rockefeller, and Oprah Winfrey, for whom
extreme wealth is inextricably tied to social concerns. Dalzell uncovers the sources of contradictory attitudes toward the rich, how the
very rich have sought to be perceived as "good rich," and the facts behind the widespread notion that wealth and generosity go hand
in hand. In a thoughtful and balanced conclusion, the author explores the cost of our longstanding attitudes toward the rich./divDIV
DIV DIVAmong the case studies in America's Good Rich:/divDIVPuritan merchant Robert Keayne/divDIVGeorge
Washington/divDIVManufacturers Amos & Abbot Lawrence/divDIVOil magnate John D. Rockefeller/divDIVBill Gates/divDIVWarren
Buﬀet/divDIVSteve Jobs/divDIVOprah Winfrey/div

Never Built New York
DAP/Distributed Art Publishers Following on the success of Never Built Los Angeles (Metropolis Books, 2013), authors Greg Goldin and
Sam Lubell now turn their eye to New York City. New York towers among world capitals, but the city we know might have reached
even more stellar heights, or burrowed into more destructive depths, had the ideas pictured in the minds of its greatest dreamers
progressed beyond the drawing board and taken form in stone, steel, and glass. What is wonderfully elegant and grand might easily
have been ingloriously grandiose; what is blandly unremarkable, equally, might have become delightfully provocative or humanely
inspiring. The ambitious schemes gathered here tell the story of a diﬀerent skyline and a diﬀerent sidewalk alike. Nearly 200
ambitious proposals spanning 200 years encompass bridges, skyscrapers, master plans, parks, transit schemes, amusements,
airports, plans to ﬁll in rivers and extend Manhattan, and much, much more. Included are alternate visions for such landmarks as
Central Park, Columbus Circle, Lincoln Center, MoMA, the U.N., Grand Central Station and the World Trade Centre site, among many
others sites. Fact-ﬁlled and entertaining texts, as well as sketches, renderings, prints, and models drawn from archives all across the
New York metropolitan region tell stories of a new New York, one that surely would have changed the way we inhabit and move
through the city.

Automotive Atrocities
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Cars You Love to Hate
Motorbooks Presents the author's picks for the most poorly designed, ill-conceived, and ugly automobiles, including the Yugo GV, the
Ford Pinto, the AMC Pacer, the Chevy Chevette, and the Delorean DMC-12.

In Pursuit of Privilege
A History of New York City's Upper Class and the Making
of a Metropolis
Columbia University Press A history that extends from the 1750s to the present, In Pursuit of Privilege recounts upper-class New
Yorkers' struggle to create a distinct world guarded against outsiders, even as economic growth and democratic opportunity enabled
aspirants to gain entrance. Despite their eﬀorts, New York City's upper class has been drawn into the larger story of the city both
through class conﬂict and through their role in building New York's cultural and economic foundations. In Pursuit of Privilege describes
the famous and infamous characters and events at the center of this extraordinary history, from the elite families and wealthy tycoons
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to the Wall Street executives of today. From the start, upper-class New Yorkers have been
open and aggressive in their behavior, keen on attaining prestige, power, and wealth. Clifton Hood sharpens this characterization by
merging a history of the New York economy in the eighteenth century with the story of Wall Street's emergence as an international
ﬁnancial center in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well as the dominance of New York's ﬁnancial and service
sectors in the 1980s. Bringing together several decades of upheaval and change, he shows that New York's upper class did not rise
exclusively from the Gilded Age but rather from a relentless pursuit of privilege, aﬀecting not just the urban elite but the city's entire
cultural, economic, and political fabric.
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Classical New York
Discovering Greece and Rome in Gotham
Fordham Univ Press Essays on the historical Greco-Roman inﬂuence on the evolving architectural landscape of New York City. During
its rise from capital of an upstart nation to global metropolis, the visual language of Greek and Roman antiquity played a formative
role in the development of New York’s art and architecture. This compilation of essays oﬀers a survey of diverse reinterpretations of
classical forms in some of the city’s most iconic buildings, public monuments, and civic spaces. Classical New York examines the
inﬂuence of Greco-Roman thought and design from the Greek Revival of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries through
the late-nineteenth-century American Renaissance and Beaux Arts period and into the twentieth century’s Art Deco. At every juncture,
New Yorkers looked to the classical past for knowledge and inspiration in seeking out new ways to cultivate a civic identity and to
structure their public and private spaces. Specialists from a range of disciplines—archaeology, architectural history, art history,
classics, and history— focus on how classical art and architecture are repurposed to help shape many of New York City’s most
evocative buildings and works of art. Federal Hall evoked the Parthenon as an architectural and democratic model; the Pantheon
served as a model for the creation of libraries at New York University and Columbia University; Pennsylvania Station derived its form
from the Baths of Caracalla; and Atlas and Prometheus of Rockefeller Center recast ancient myths in a new light during the Great
Depression. This examination of post-Revolutionary art, politics, and philosophy enriches the conversation about how we shape
space—be it civic, religious, academic, theatrical, or domestic—and how we make use of that space and the objects in it.

I See a City: Todd Webb's New York
An evocative portrait of NewYork City in the 1940s and1950s by master documentaryphotographer Todd Webb.

Patronizing the Public
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American Philanthropy's Transformation of Culture,
Communication, and the Humanities
Lexington Books Patronizing the Public: American Philanthropy's Transformation of Culture, Communication, and the Humanities is the
ﬁrst detailed and comprehensive examination of how American philanthropic foundations have shaped numerous ﬁelds, including
dance, drama, education, ﬁlm, ﬁlm-music, folklore, journalism, local history, museums, radio, television, as well as the performing arts
and the humanities in general. Drawing on an impressive range of archival and secondary sources, the chapters in the volume give
particular attention to the period from the late 1920s to the late 1970s, a crucial time for the development of philanthropic practice.
To this end, it examines how patterns and directions of funding have been based on complex negotiations involving philanthropic
family members, elite networks, foundation trustees and oﬃcers, cultural workers, academics, state oﬃcials, corporate interests, and
the general public. By addressing both the contours of philanthropic power as well as the processes through which that power has
been enacted, it is hoped that this collection will reinforce and amplify the critical study of philanthropy's history.

A Nation under Our Feet
Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery
to the Great Migration
Harvard University Press This is the epic story of how African-Americans, in the six decades following slavery, transformed themselves
into a political people—an embryonic black nation. As Steven Hahn demonstrates, rural African-Americans were central political actors
in the great events of disunion, emancipation, and nation-building. At the same time, Hahn asks us to think in more expansive ways
about the nature and boundaries of politics and political practice. Emphasizing the importance of kinship, labor, and networks of
communication, A Nation under Our Feet explores the political relations and sensibilities that developed under slavery and shows how
they set the stage for grassroots mobilization. Hahn introduces us to local leaders, and shows how political communities were built,
defended, and rebuilt. He also identiﬁes the quest for self-governance as an essential goal of black politics across the rural South,
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from contests for local power during Reconstruction, to emigrationism, biracial electoral alliances, social separatism, and, eventually,
migration. Hahn suggests that Garveyism and other popular forms of black nationalism absorbed and elaborated these earlier
struggles, thus linking the ﬁrst generation of migrants to the urban North with those who remained in the South. He oﬀers a new
framework—looking out from slavery—to understand twentieth-century forms of black political consciousness as well as emerging
battles for civil rights. It is a powerful story, told here for the ﬁrst time, and one that presents both an inspiring and a troubling
perspective on American democracy.

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.: A Portrait
Plunkett Lake Press “Mr. Fosdick has written a biography in its formal meaning — fully documented, chronologically precise — and not
simply a personal tribute to a friend of more than forty years’ standing. The book, in consequence, is both biography and history,
satisfying all the rigorous canons of personal and social analysis. It is to be read as part of the history of our time and as the record of
a man of as much consequence to us as have been those other leaders and creators among his contemporaries who have aﬀected
public conduct. What we have here, then, is the narrative of a rich man who overcame the almost impossible handicaps of great
wealth, limited religious upbringing, and a narrow and protective family circle. He might have become defensive and suspicious, or a
recluse cultivating private and expensive hobbies, or a popular leader and therefore a demagogue (such patterns of the behavior of
men of inherited fortunes are familiar throughout history), but instead he was able to grow and to assume great, national obligations.
What might have been a puzzle slowly disappears under Mr. Fosdick’s skillful scholarship and his deep regard for his friend. The young
Rockefeller (he is called throughout the book ‘JDR Jr.’), as early as 1910, when he was 36, severed his direct connections with
business: did he do so because of a real or unconscious rejection of his father? Quite the contrary; father and son early forged strong
bonds of mutual aﬀection and respect, but while there never was hostility on the part of the son, neither was there subservience. JDR
Jr. continued to support the philanthropies founded by the older man, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, the General
Education Board, and the Rockefeller Foundation, and to expand them; did he do this because he, like other men in public life — like
Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Louis D. Brandeis — was inevitably swept up in the ‘reform movement’ of the day? That was
only a part, and possibly a minor one, of his development. For as his tastes became surer and his vocation clearer, he ranged wider
and wider until his interests were as large as those of his country and his world. As one goes over the catalogue of his benefactions
and interests — none ever representing a perfunctory concern, most requiring long years of careful planning with a devotion to exact
detail that only the truly outstanding seem to possess — one grasps the sweep and boldness of JDR Jr.’s mind. Williamsburg; the
Cloisters; Rockefeller Center; the Museum of Modern Art; the restoration of the Athenian Agora; Rheims, Versailles, Fontainebleau;
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Negro education; the four International Houses; Jackson Hole and the Jersey Palisades; the Library of the League of Nations at Geneva,
and the site of the U.N. at New York; the interdenominational movement; the long battle to achieve industrial understanding in two
decades marked by bitter strife between management and labor: this is only a partial list. Mr. Fosdick seeks the key to the
Rockefellers in some observations made by Frederick T. Gates, that restless and fascinating man who had such a great inﬂuence on
the lives of both father and son. In 1905, Gates wrote to the father: ‘Two courses are open to you. One is that you and your children
while living should make ﬁnal disposition of this great fortune in the form of permanent corporate philanthropies for the good of
mankind... or at the close of a few lives now in being it must simply pass into the unknown, like some other great fortunes, with
unmeasured and perhaps sinister possibilities.’ In 1929, Gates was satisﬁed, for he put down in a private document these remarks
concerning JDR Jr.: ‘I have known no man who entered life more absolutely dominated by his sense of duty, more diligent in the quest
of the right path, more eager to follow it at any sacriﬁce.’” — Louis M. Hacker, The New York Times “The central theme of Raymond B.
Fosdick’s book is its subject’s career as a philanthropist... This is not an impartial book and was not so intended. Mr. Fosdick is an
admiring friend and associate of the man of whom he writes. But if the book is understandably friendly to John D. Rockefeller, Jr., it is
also an honest book.” — John D. Hicks, The Saturday Review

A Memoir of Creativity
Abstract Painting, Politics & the Media, 1956-2008
iUniverse A Memoir of Creativity chronicles one woman's life journey as she derives a theory, revealing meaning in abstract painting,
from varied personal and professional experiences, and tells how she locates this theory within a broader social context. In 1966, Piri
Halasz became the ﬁrst woman within living memory to write a cover story for Time (and not just any cover story, either: the
notorious one on Swinging London ). With wit and wisdom, she provides a glimpse into her red-diaper childhood, as well as reporting
on her climb at Time from research to the writing staﬀ. Vividly, she describes her controversial career as a female journalist during the
sixties, oﬀering an inside view of newsweekly rivalries during that tempestuous decade. Halasz then moves on to her initiation into the
art world, her lively interaction with some of its most distinguished denizens and her immersion in graduate school. She concludes
with what she has learned about art, art history, and history itself since the early eighties, applying that knowledge to better
understand the twenty-ﬁrst century. Through sharing her life story, Halasz encourages others to remain open to new experiences, to
try diﬀerent ways of seeing, and to use creativity to tackle hurdles.
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